Streetsweeper
A Home Workshop
Shotgun
Warning

Be advised that even though this is not a full automatic firearm, permission to own such a gun is required from the Federal and, in some cases, State Governments.

Also understand that I have applied for patents on certain portions of this gun. While I grant freely permission to build this design for your own use, no commercial use is permitted without permission.
Picture a time slightly in the future. The place can be anywhere or everywhere. Suddenly the people in charge decide that it isn’t in their best interest for the general public to possess firearms anymore. So suddenly a law is passed banning the possession of firearms and requiring all that are already in existence to be surrendered.

Even though most people sit snugly secure in the thought that no gun registration exists, the authorities simply seize the firearms transaction records from all the Federal Licensed Dealers, so they have a record of who owns a goodly percentage of the existing arms. Then, after they have all the weapons that will be surrendered voluntarily, they stand a couple of die hards they caught holding out up against a wall and shoot them and suddenly even the loud mouths who proclaim such absurdities as “They will only take my gun when they pry it from my cold, dead fingers” not only fall all over themselves turning in what they had hid, but squeal on everyone else they even suspect may have been doing the same thing.

Let us hope that this, or a similar, scenario never happens. But, if it does, there are a great many of us who simply cannot exist without some means of protection. If no one else has a gun we can buy, borrow, or steal, the only alternative will be to make it.

The shotgun described in this book may appear somewhat complicated. However, even though some lathe work and a bit of welding is required, the gun can be built in the home workshop using mostly ordinary hand tools.

No doubt the arm chair gun designers will find something about this design to criticize. Just a few days ago, one of our local critics gave me to understand that a far simpler weapon could have been realized by building it “straight blowback and firing from an open bolt.” The trouble with this is that unless an extremely heavy breech block and/or a heavy, stiff action spring is used, such a design tends to pull the heads off cases,
"Streetsweeper" assembled, ready to use.

Broken down in basic assemblies.
Barrel
leaving the case body in the chamber, thereby jamming the gun as the next round tries to enter the already obstructed chamber. This is caused by the case body expanding and clinging to the chamber wall at the moment of firing while at the same time the breech block starts to open causing inadequate support for the case head. Since there is as much pressure pushing toward the rear as there is pushing the wad(s) and shot column up the bore, the case head is blown off.

As to the “firing from an open bolt,” in a shotgun the breech block or bolt would be required to travel some three inches after the trigger was pulled. Hardly conducive to accuracy. But even more important, the primer rises during feeding to the center of the bore line before the bolt is closed. It is therefore, not only possible, but probable, that the firing pin would indent the primer with sufficient force to fire the shell before the action is completely closed. When this happens, chunks of shell case fly
like shrapnel which is not only dangerous but, again, will cause the gun to jam.

You see, I tried to build such a gun myself once, as a matter of fact I tried three times, and I never could get one that was completely reliable. So, while the simple little lock on the bolt (it doesn't take much, just enough to keep it closed until the pressure falls off) together with the gas cylinder take some extra time to build, the end result will make it worthwhile.

The idea of using an inner and outer receiver will probably seem strange. However, when one considers that the magazine opening is too big to allow the magazine box to be welded to the inner receiver and the outer receiver is too large inside to guide the shell from the magazine into the chamber, then the design begins to make slightly more sense.

Also, it should be kept in mind that this particular gun is designed to facilitate construction with a minimum of tools. I have another such gun which uses a square cross sectioned breech block and does away with the inner receiver completely.

Bolt unlocked and just beginning to open.
Barrel/inner receiver assembly, outer receiver removed.
However, this design requires several hours work with a milling machine, and while it appears simpler on paper, would be beyond the scope of the average home workshop.

Please keep in mind that prior approval is required from the BATF, or whoever takes their place, to construct this weapon even though it is not full automatic firearm.

Also, consider that since the action must open some three inches and close the same amount to load, extract, and eject, there is more than ample time to release the trigger and pull it again between shots. So while it is quite possible to make up a trigger assembly which would permit full automatic fire, the only thing gained except for a tendency to waste ammunition would be further legal complications.

Also, remember that since I have no control over the materials and workmanship which may go into a gun that someone else constructs, I cannot take any responsibility for whatever happens.

Neither do I guarantee that you can build this gun. Some people cannot build anything, regardless of what instructions they may receive. I do guarantee that I can, and have, built such a gun and currently have it in my possession. If anyone doubts this and wants to have a look at it, all they need do is come and see.

The world is full of "copycats" most of whom have never had an original idea in their lives. So, it probably won’t be long before at least one of these people comes up with a book of drawings supposedly showing how to build an improved version of this gun. They have done it to me before. Remember one thing when this happens, mine has been tried and proven. Many times drawing board ideas do not work as well in actual practice as they may have in the mind of the designer. I redesigned certain parts of this gun a number of times before I got it to work the way I wanted it to. So when the others do show up, ask yourself, "Has it been tried?" Mine has. Take your choice.
MAGAZINE

As usual with home workshop firearms, it is a good idea to build a suitable magazine or "clip" first and then build the rest of the gun around it. A properly designed and constructed magazine is especially important in a shotgun such as this since feeding can be a problem.

In order for a shotgun such as this to function without jamming it is necessary that the front end of the shell travel up a slightly inclined ramp for ½" or more. The inner top surface of the receiver guides it into the chamber, and then, just as the front end enters the chamber, the rear, or rimmed end disengages from the magazine lips, allowing the rear end of the shell to move upward as the shell moves forward into the chamber. Since, obviously, the ejection port cannot be obstructed, the magazine top must set low in relation to the chamber end of the barrel.

If a large enough number of magazines is to be constructed, dies can be made to from the magazine body in one piece. If, however, only magazines for one gun are intended, it will be easier and simpler to make the magazine body in four pieces as shown.

The magazine sides and both ends are cut from 20 ga. sheet steel which normally measures .0359" thick or for all practical purposes .036" a full size template can be traced from the plan sheet. If smooth sides are used the material can be cut to exact size. If reinforcing ribs are pressed into the sides (This stiffens the assembly and prevents rippling or buckling.), the material must be cut oversize and trimmed to exact size after forming. The end pieces are bent to shape around a form block .813" wide leaving a 3/16" lip on either side. This will cause the inside opening to be .855" wide when the sides are fastened on by riveting, spotwelding, or silver solder. A small 1/16" wide flange is bent outward at the bottom of side forming flanges to hold the bottom plate in place.
Sharp right angle bends can be made quite easily on thin sheet metal such as this simply by clamping the material to be bent between two blocks of steel with the area to be bent protruding and placing another block of steel against the exposed portion then, using a hammer, driving it into the desired position.

Dies can be constructed to press the reinforcing ribs into the sides by milling corresponding male and female dies from ½” steel plate. Makeshift dies can be made up by soldering sheet metal strips to ½” steel plate as shown in the drawing and photograph. Remember to leave clearance between the slots in both male and female dies for the thickness of the material being formed. Building proper dies for operations such as this is described in more detail in my books “Home Workshop Guns for Defense and Resistance,” Volumes I and II.

The bottom plate is formed from the same sheet metal, by bending lips on each side to slide over the flanges left on each side. A forming die can be made simply by milling a depression in a block of steel as wide as the magazine flanges plus two thicknesses of the sheet metal, in this case 1.082” plus .072”, giving a total width of 1.154”, and using a block 1.082” as a male die pressing the sheet metal plate into the depression. Then with the block removed and replaced with a sheet metal spacer of the same width, the sides which now extend upward 90° are folded over, and with a little filing or grinding fitted to slide over the magazine flanges.

A keeper is made as shown to keep the bottom plate located in place. This is simply a sheet metal plate with a short flange folded up on each end and a ½” diameter “tit” silver soldered as shown with a corresponding hole drilled in the bottom plate.

A back plate the full width of the magazine body and long enough to extend slightly below the magazine well is silver soldered in place at the upper rear of the magazine. With the tabs at the lower edge bent to the rear. This plate serves not only
to reinforce and stiffen the magazine body but the tabs serve as a depth stop and the magazine latch engages the center of this plate, holding the magazine in position.

The magazine follower can be made from this same thickness of sheet metal which will require side panels silver soldered in place or thicker material of .075" to .125" thickness which can simply be bent to shape. A pattern is included in the drawing for the sheet metal type which makes up into a lighter weight part than the thicker material. The sheet metal is simply cut to shape, the tabs bent 90° and the front and rear flanges bent as shown. The side panels are then attached to the tabs by silver soldering.

Now we come to the most difficult part of the entire gun, the magazine spring. While it is probably possible to make up a spring from wire or maybe even use coil springs, the only really successful type is the flat leaf spring similar to that used in bolt action high power rifles.
A strip of 1060, 1070, 1075 or 1080 sheet steel is obtained in what is referred to as the "dead soft annealed" state. The .025" thickness is preferred here and, if possible, a length of about 30". If only shorter sections are available, the spring will have to be made in more than one piece and clipped together.

Since the "dead soft" material bends about as easily as soft aluminum it is a simple matter to bend each of the spring legs to shape by simply folding it around a ¼" rod and squeezing slightly with pliers or a small clamp. Note that a slight bow is incorporated in each leaf. The entire spring should contain at least ten or more leaves or stages.

Since this part is thin and relatively fragile it is preferred that it be professionally heat treated if possible, specifying temper at 700° which gives a medium spring temper.

In the event such heat treatment is not available, directions are given in the heat treatment chapter which, if followed closely, will enable you to satisfactorily harden and temper this spring.
Bottom of magazine at left shows take down button which must be depressed before floorplate will slide forward.

Folded corners make smoother magazine box than built up box at right.
Magazines may be folded to shape, built up, short, long, curved or straight.

A ten shot magazine and a three shot magazine.
Magazine box blank, cut from sheet steel, with follower blank and gussets.

Folded sheet metal follower with reinforcing gussets silver soldered in place.
The design of this gun requires both an inner and outer receiver. The inner is required to provide a proper inside diameter for the bolt and to guide shells from the magazine into the chamber. The outer serves primarily to provide sufficient width for the magazine well.

The inner receiver is made from 4140 tubing, outer diameter 1 ¼” and an inside diameter of .900.” Commercial tubing is available with an inside diameter of ⅞” or .875.” Since the actual size of such tubing is, in many cases, slightly undersize, it must be reamed, or honed, or a combination of the two, to the proper diameter. An expansion reamer will suffice for this provided an extension is attached to the driving end so that the reamer will go all the way through. The reaming should be followed by honing since the inside surface should be smooth and free from tool marks. If no hone is available, progressively finer grits of emery cloth wrapped around a ⅞” wood dowel will do about the same job although it will take longer.

One end of this tubing must be threaded for the barrel to screw into. Bore this end (in the lathe) to a diameter of 1.0” and a depth of .625” (⅞”). This section is then threaded with 28 threads per inch. Note that the thread depth for this pitch is .046”, therefore the barrel tenon should be left at 1.050” and, as the final thread depth is approached, tried frequently to the receiver and mated to a close snug fit.

The rear end is also threaded to accept a stock mounting bracket. Turn a section ⅞” long with a diameter of 1.100.” The first .750” of this is threaded using the same 28 threads per inch with an ⅛” wide shoulder left at the forward part for a spacer to fit around.

A lengthwise slot .300” wide is cut on the top center. This slot should begin 2⅜” behind the front face and extend the entire length of the receiver rearward. It is recommended that
INNER RECEIVER
Box is bent to shape from .125" sheet metal. Welded in place on outer receiver.

Inside dimensions to allow slip fit over magazine.

MAGAZINE LATCH

MAGAZINE BOX.
this slot be cut using a vertical milling machine with a \( \frac{1}{4}'' \) cutter. After the slot is cut entirely through the tubing a light cut using the side of the cutter is made up one side of the slot and back down the other. The wider portion for the locking lug is also cut using the same set up.

Since this slot represents the top center of the receiver, a center line is now located on the exact opposite side, or 180 degrees away.

Using this bottom center line, an opening is cut to allow the magazine entrance into the receiver body. This opening is extended up the right hand side as shown in the drawings to form an ejection part.

The flat behind the magazine opening serves no purpose except a slight weight reduction. It can be incorporated, or not, as you see fit. The \( .300'' \times 1.500'' \) slot shown in this flattened portion must be cut to provide clearance for the hammer.
Right side of inner receiver, ejector is visible (barely) above and at rear of magazine opening.

Bottom view, ejector location is clearer here.
The outer receiver requires an inside opening of at least 1.300” square. The prototype guns used a 10¾” long section of sliding door trolley frame which measures 1.400” wide and 1.500” deep. Such material can be obtained from industrial building material supply houses already formed to shape. The existing slot which was intended to be on the bottom as originally used is turned over and used on the top side in this application. The edges of the slot are probably rough and not of a uniform width so a pass down each side with the milling cutter widening the slot to .750” should be made.

Centered on the bottom side and beginning 1¾” from the front face, an opening is cut to allow a slip fit over the magazine. Since you already have (or should have) at least one magazine made up, the opening can be tailored to fit the magazine quite closely. An ejection port 1” deep and 3” long is cut on the right hand side to correspond with the port in the inner receiver.

A magazine well is bent to shape around a form of the same dimensions as the magazine. Use 12 ga. sheet steel for this which measures .1046”. Some automobile frames contain suitable material for this. The 90 degree bends are much easier made if saw or milling cuts are made approximately ½ to ¾ depth lengthwise along the inside of the bend.

A backplate for the box is made as shown and welded in place at the rear of the box after which the assembly is located and clamped over the opening in the outer receiver and welded in place preferably using the heli-arc process.

The ¾” square block ¾” long is welded in place in the location shown. This will later be drilled and tapped to receive a ¼” x 28 bolt which holds the grip and trigger housing in place. Wait to drill this hole until the grip and trigger housing is fitted in place at which time the hole can be located exactly through the corresponding hole in the trigger housing.

The slot to provide hammer clearance is cut in the bottom side and should match the slot in the inner receiver.
Inner receiver showing feed ramp mounted in place. May be held by screws or silver solder.
BOLT

The bolt, or breech block, can be fashioned in two ways. Either with the locking lug and bolt machined in one piece which requires a considerably larger piece of material turned to size with enough material left in a band to mill the lug from, or a section of material for the bolt body of sufficient diameter to just fit inside the inner receiver with the locking lug made separately and fitted through the bolt. Since the latter method requires less work and material it is the one described here.

Obtain and turn a piece of 4340 or similar steel to a diameter which will just push freely through the inner receiver. The finished length will be 4½”. Automobile axle material is suitable for this.

A firing pin hole is bored from the rear end with a .302” N drill to a depth of 4.0” then from the front end with first a no. 39 (.0995) drill followed by a no. 38 (.1015). Next a ½” hole is drilled at a right angle to the bolt body, centered and entirely through both sides and 1¾” from the front face to the center of the hole.

Using the same 4340 (or similar) material a locking lug blank is turned as shown. The portion which fits through the bolt should be .005” larger than the hole through the bolt for a press fit. The portion which extends above the bolt is turned to 5/8” diameter to allow extra material for squaring the face of the locking lug, after it is pressed in place. The side opposite the locking lug can be silver soldered to prevent it from ever working loose. The firing pin hole must now be redrilled with the N drill since we have blocked the hole. This is followed by reaming to .3125” (5/16) and lapping the inside as slick and smooth as possible.

The locking lug is machined from the material extending from the bolt body to a width that will allow free travel in the receiver slot. The rear surface is squared and the actuating cam cut as shown.
Firing pin hole and locking surface machined after installation in bolt body.
An opening for the extractor is made by first drilling a hole .213" in diameter and .375" deep with a no. 3 drill .220 from the hole center to the bolt face and in a 9 o’clock position when viewed from the bolt face (90° left from the locking lug. A ¼” slot is cut from the hole forward to a depth of .160" and a lengthwise ½” hole drilled just inside, and parallel to, the bolt body. This hole should be .750" deep or 1.180" deep if measured from the bolt face. The extractor plunger and spring fit inside this hole.

Another slot, cut the entire length of the bolt body, .125” wide and .1875” deep must be cut in a four o’clock position when viewed from the bolt face or 120 degrees clockwise from the locking lug. This slot is to provide clearance for the ejector. The location of this slot plus the wider portion some three inches to the rear of the bolt face can be marked through the hole that the ejector screws into located in the inner receiver, thus locating it exactly.

The ejector is simply a screw with the top, bottom and front sides machined flat to mate with the bolt slot. Care should be taken to assure that this ejector rides freely in the bolt slot without binding.

The extractor system is more or less a copy of the Remington 1100-870. In fact, you can save yourself a couple hours work by simply buying and using these parts which most gunsmiths keep in stock. For those who would rather do it themselves, dimensions are included in the drawings.

The firing pin is made from 5/16” (.3125) drill rod or similar. This part should be polished slick and smooth and polished again after hardening so that there is no tendency to bind. The finished length should be such that when the rear end of the firing pin is flush with the bolt the firing pin protrudes from the bolt face .085". Needless to say, the firing pin tip should be hemispherical and very smooth. The slot for the firing pin retainer screw must be properly positioned to permit the firing
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Bolt, top view showing locking lug and cam, ejector clearance slot also visible.

Bolt, bottom view, showing relieved area to reduce hammer friction.
Bolt, left side.
Flutes are simply to reduce friction, serve no other purpose.

Bolt, front view.
Extractor recess is at 9:00 position, ejector clearance slot at 3:00.
Firing pin with retracting spring in place. Retainer screw engages slot in rear portion of firing pin body.

Extractor with follower and spring.
pin to retract fully and must not be used to limit protrusion.

The screw to retain the firing pin is a standard 6 x 40 socket head set screw cut to length and a corresponding hole drilled and tapped through the bolt body.

A coil spring which encircles the firing pin serves both to retract the firing pin and to hold it in its rearmost position as the bolt slams forward thereby preventing premature firing caused by the inertia of the bolt throwing the firing pin forward against the firing pin. This spring should have an inside diameter some .005” larger than the firing pin body and of sufficient length to compress somewhat in it longest configuration. I suggest that this spring be left longer than required and shortened one coil at a time until satisfactory.

Bolt and component parts.
Consists of firing pin, spring, retainer screw, bolt body, extractor, follower and spring.
BARREL

Shotgun barrels, simply by virtue of being smooth bored and thus requiring no rifling are simpler to make than rifle or pistol barrels. Even so, as long as shotgun barrel blanks are available with finished (or nearly so) interiors from various suppliers, it is far simpler and cheaper to obtain one of these and rework it than it is to obtain material and tooling to make just one barrel.

Since these barrel blanks usually come in lengths ranging from 26” to 36”, it will be necessary to cut the barrel to the desired length. This will usually be done by cutting back from the muzzle end since it is desirable to retain all the larger diameter possible at the breech end.

If the barrel blank is not of sufficient diameter to allow threading for the gas piston bracket and forend retainer nut then it will be necessary to turn a straight cylindrical section on the barrel and silver solder a sleeve of large enough diameter to thread properly in place. The proper dimensions and location are shown in the drawing.

The barrel, then, is easy enough to come by. All that is required now is to thread the breech end to mate with the receiver, cut the chamber, thread the muzzle, etc. . .

However, we must assume that the time will come when it will be necessary to make the barrel in its entirety. These can be both good and bad. Bad, mostly because it requires more time and effort, but good, because it enables us to use better material than that usually supplied in the commercial barrel blank and the barrel we make can be made in one piece without the silver soldered sleeve.

One of the best sources for barrel material is 4130 aircraft tubing. It is generally possible to obtain such tubing with an outside diameter of 1 ¼” (1.250”). The biggest drawback to this is that many times the supplier wants to sell such material in minimum lengths of twenty feet or sometimes more, and we
Finish Boring Bar

Rough Boring Bar

Barrel Boring Bars
Barrels can be made from 4130 seamless tubing as described in text.

Commercial barrel blank.
Chamber reamers.
At left is 12 ga. spiral fluted finish reamer. Other reamer is long forcing cone reamer.

only need a section slightly over 18” long. I say slightly over because 18” is the minimum legal shotgun barrel length, and since there may possibly be a difference of opinion as to just where the barrel starts and stops, it is better to make it slightly long, say 18½” – 18¾” just to be on the safe side.

The inside diameter of the tubing obtained depends on what we want the finished bore diameter to be. Unlike rifled barrels, shotgun bore diameters vary by as much as .040”, perhaps more, while standard bore diameter for a 12 gauge barrel is .729”, it is not uncommon to find bores as small as .710” -
.712” and as large as .745” - .748”. The smaller diameters are more often encountered in foreign made guns while the larger diameters are most often seen in custom built or reworked target shotgun barrels. The larger bore diameters tend to kick less than the tighter ones.

As long as one piece plastic shot cup type wads which expand and seal the bore are used exclusively, the larger bore diameter is the route to take. Since, usually, the ¾” inside diameter tubing is actually .008” — .010” undersize, this is ideal for our purpose since honing and/or lapping the inside surface will leave a smooth uniform interior measuring .740” - .745”.

If, on the other hand, it is intended to ever use shells loaded with fiber wads, it will be necessary to use a smaller bore diameter of, preferably, .725” - .730”. This means that smaller inside diameter tubing is required. Since the closest suitable standard diameter is 11/16” or .6875”, (usually it will also be slightly smaller) this will have to be the size obtained, and we will ream, hone, and lap it to size. This size can also be used when a choked barrel is desired since the diameter is such that a full choke can be left in the muzzle end. I have been making trap gun barrels for several years using this same tubing.

In the event that you do decide to use the smaller bore diameter, it will be necessary to make up at least one, and preferably two, boring tools as shown in the drawings, one of these would be a roughing reamer and the other a finishing and burnishing reamer which removes only some .002” - .004” of metal.

Making such reamers is fairly easy if use of a surface grinder is available. The tool is first shaped square some .020” larger than the finished size, which leaves enough material for grinding. A shank approximately 1½” long is turned on one end and a length of drill rod, long enough to reach through the bore, welded on.
Note that the roughing reamer only cuts on the one side. The finish reamer is given a small radius and the opposite side is the cutting edge.

In use, the barrel blank is chucked in the lathe preferably using a chuck on each end of the spindle and the barrel blank extended through the headstock. Then the shank of the tool fastened to the carriage in some manner that will allow it to be pushed into the bore while retaining some lateral movement.

The tool is made to fit the bore by using a piece of hard wood shimmed with strips of paper. The tool should only remove some .002" - .004" with each pass of the tool into the barrel bore. Needless to say, a continuous supply of cutting oil used as a lubricant. And, of course, additional strips of paper are placed between the wood and the tool between cuts until the proper bore diameter is almost reached, at which time the finish reamer is used to bring it to the finished size.

This will produce a useable barrel, however, if we now cast a lead lap on the end of a cold rolled steel rod and turned to bore diameter, then substituted for the boring tool, and moved back and forth slowly through the bore with a coating of some sort of lapping compound, a mirror like finish free of tool marks can be achieved. After all tool marks are removed, another lead lap should be cast and this one used with rouge for a final finish.

The outside should now be turned to shape using the dimensions given in the drawing as a guide. The breech end threaded as shown to match the inner receiver threads, the two threaded portions for the gas cylinder ring and forend nut machined as shown and the muzzle end threaded.

The barrel can now be centered in the lathe headstock using a chuck on each end as was done during the boring operation, or the muzzle end chucked and the breech end centered in a steady rest. The chambering operation is accomplished by placing the dead center in the center of the reamer. Then the reamer is turned with a suitable wrench and gradually forced in with the
tail stock screw. Here again, cutting oil is used liberally. Do not cut the chamber to its full depth at this point. Leave some .030” to be cut after the gun is assembled to assure that proper headspacing can be achieved.

If the other parts have been made in the sequence shown in the book, the barrel spacer is now placed on the breech end of the barrel and the inner receivers screwed tightly in place. The gas cylinder ring is now threaded on the barrel and metal removed either from the rear side of the ring or from the shoulder at the rear of the threaded barrel portion until the gas cylinder comes up exactly on top dead center with the ring tight. Then with the gas cylinder installed by inserting it through the hole in the barrel spacer and screwing it tightly into the ring, the gas port is drilled completely through the ring, cylinder, and top side of the barrel. This port can be anywhere between .100” and .120” so a number 31, 32, or 33 drill can be used with practically the same result. The hole in the upper wall of the gas cylinder and ring are tapped with a 6 x 48 tap to receive a plug screw which both prevents gas from escaping and allows cleaning of the gas port by removing the screw.

If the bolt is finished now (or later) the chamber should be cut to its finished depth allowing the bolt to close easily on a “go” guage or a factory shell with an .008” or .010” shim between. A self loading gun of this type requires slightly excessive headspace to insure successful operation since there is no camming action associated with the bolts closing to assist in locking the action over a slightly thicker case rim than standard.

With the bolt in place, the extractor’s position should be marked on the barrel. Index marks should be made on the barrel, barrel spacer, and receiver to insure proper alignment on reassembly. The barrel should now be removed and the extractor slot cut with a file using the marks previously made as guides and limits.
While it is possible to make chamber reamers, and chamber dimensions are given in the drawings. Suitable reamers are available from sources listed in the back of this book that will cut the forcing cone, chamber, and rim counterbore simultaneously.

Therefore, as long as such reamers are available, I recommend they be purchased and used since a considerable amount of time and effort is required for their manufacture.

There are, and have been, a number of different opinions expressed regarding forcing cone length. The forcing cone, for those who do not know, is that portion of the bore immediately forward of the chamber which by tapering reduces the inner diameter from chamber size to bore size.

In certain applications a long forcing cone some 1 1/2" long is desirable. However, in an application such as used here I doubt seriously that anything would be gained except perhaps a slight decrease in recoil. So, whatever forcing cone length that the manufacturer has incorporated in the reamer should prove satisfactory.
The buttstock, forend, and grip for this shotgun can be made from hardwood, plastic, or fiberglass. As long as we are concerned with building only one gun, hardwood would seem to be the best choice. The use of plastic or fiberglass would require building molds and/or forms which would require more time and effort to complete.

While there are several types of hardwood available that are suitable for this purpose including maple, myrtle, gum, beech, etc., walnut is probably more readily available and as durable as any of the others. Since this gun is not necessarily meant to be a thing of beauty, I suggest that you seriously consider plain straight grained wood since it is usually stronger and weighs less than fancy figured wood. If possible, obtain wood of the type known as French, English, or Circassian Walnut. Even though it was probably grown and cut in California, it is not only denser and stronger but is also lighter in weight than the Black Walnut which is more common across the rest of this country. Several wood suppliers are listed in the back of this book from whom suitable wood is available.

The buttstock is inletted simply by drilling a ½" hole lengthwise down the center of the blank. While long drills are available which would reach completely through the stock blank, such drills are expensive and usually must be ordered from a specialty company. So it will probably be cheaper and faster to turn the shank of a standard twist drill to a smaller diameter, slip the end of a piece of tubing which is somewhat smaller in outside diameter than the drill body over it, and braze the two together. This long shanked drill is chucked in the lathe. Both ends of the stock blank are centerpunched and with the tailstock center resting in the punch mark on the other end, the drill is fed into the stock blank with pressure from the tailstock screw.
The through hole is enlarged to ¾" at the forward end deep enough to receive the enlarged portion of the stock mounting bracket and a lip cut to mate with the outer portion. Do not neglect this since it reinforces the front end of the stock against splitting. The through hole must also be enlarged at the rear or butt end to a diameter of ¾" and a depth sufficient to allow the stock retaining nut to engage the threads on the stock retaining bracket. The depth of this hole will vary due to the fact that one builder may use a longer stock than another.

With the stock bolted tightly in place and cut to its finished length the end is faced off flat and square and a recoil pad mounted in place using the two screws provided, on my own gun, I used a Pachmayer "Presentation" pad with a white line incorporated in its design, I used this simply because it was available, and while certain "purists" insist that the white line pad has no business on a firearm of this type, I have not been able to tell any difference in the pads function. I have noticed that they kick about the same with, or without, the white line.

Anyway, with the pad mounted it is a simple matter to shape the stock to the same round contour as the metal at the forward end and the approximate contour of the recoil pad at the rear and removing all excess wood in between keeping the lines straight as possible for appearance sake. A fairly coarse grit disc or belt sander will remove this wood fairly rapidly.

The forend and grip are made in the same manner. The grip requiring only a ¼" hole drilled lengthwise and enlarged at the bottom end with a flat pointed drill or end mill to accept a reinforcing washer. It is then inletted to fit over the trigger housing. This can be done easily and quickly if a milling machine is available, If not, most of the wood can be removed by sawing and finished with a file and flat chisel. It is then shaped as desired in the same manner as the buttstock.

Make the forend by first drilling a lengthwise centered hole just like we did the buttstock. Since we already have a long ¾"
BUTTSTOCK
drill on hand, we will start off with that. However, the rear portion must be enlarged to fit over the enlarged breech section of the barrel and gas cylinder ring with the forward portion enlarged to fit over the barrel. Drills big enough to do this are expensive and hard to find, so it will probably be easier to make up a boring bar using \( \frac{3}{8}'' \) round stock and the cutter from an expansion bitt as shown in the picture.

Wood must also be removed to clear the gas cylinder and ring. This is accomplished using a small gouge and flat chisel. If the metal portions which contact the wood are coated with lipstock, rouge, prussian blue or inletting black and the wood pushed on as far as it will go, any high spots which prevent proper fit will be marked and can be cut away. The tenon which fits into the flange on the barrel spacer can be located and the wood to be removed marked exactly by coating the forward edge of this flange as above and with the forend in place around the barrel and gas cylinder, pushing it to the rear against the coated flange. The wood is then cut away using a sharp flat chisel to the inside of the marked area and a depth of approximately \( \frac{3}{8}'' \).

With the forend properly fitted it is now shaped to the desired contour (preferably symmetrical) in the same manner as the buttstock and grip. When this is done, some work with flat and half round files or rasps will probably be needed to straighten up the lines and generally smooth out the wood. This is followed by sanding with progressively finer grits of sandpaper (sanded with the grain) until the wood is smooth and free from sanding marks.

The wood parts should now be sealed both inside and out with several coats of whatever sealer you consider appropriate, and then after sanding the whole business almost down to the bare wood again using 400 grit wet or dry paper, all exposed surfaces can be given three or four coats of your favorite stock finish.
.675" wide x 6.000" long or
to fit gas cylinder, .500" depth
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Tenon shaped to fit into front spacer
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NUT — from 1.250" O.D.
.875" I.D.
4130 Seamless tubing.
Rifle blank contains enough material for buttstock, forend and grip.

Long shank drills used to drill stock and forend holes. Drill at top has adjustable blade, pilot to follow hole made by smaller drill.